ACKLEY NOVELTY'S
2021-2022 Hayward Wednesday Night Dart League Rules
I.

Starting time is 7:30pm. One half hour grace period is allowed. If no notice is given, it
is a forfeit after 8:00pm. If you are going to be later than 8pm the team captain must call
the site location and talk to the opposing teams captain . It is that team captains ultimate
decision whether or not they will extend the grace period.

2.

There must be a 24 hour notice if a team cannot play on Wednesday night with the
exception of an emergency . The team that can not make the scheduled match must make
it up with in 30 days. Failure to do this will result in a score of 0 for the cancelling team and
12 for the opponents.

3.

In the event of a snow emergency or any weather related cancellation the team that cannot
make it must contact the opposing teams captain to reschedule and all matches must be
played before the last night of league play. Every effort must be made to make up the match
or it will be scored 0/12. Do not call Ackley as they will not cancel any matches due to
weather this must be decided between the two teams captains.

4.

In case of a no show, the team that is present and can play will win all 12 games. The no
show team will lose 12 games.

5.

After two forfeitures the team is out of the league.

6.

If there is a forfeit, Forfeiting team pays kitty money. $32.00

7.

Both teams are responsible for keeping score. The front white sheet is to be signed and
dated by both team captains and turned in with the monies collected. Please review the
scoresheet and make sure it is filled out completely.

8.

The VISITING TEAMis responsible for turning in the score sheet and money to the drop off
spots, which are The Rivers Edge or The Wayside Inn and TNT's sports Bar.
We need to have the envelopes dropped off the same night of play. If the score sheet and
monies are not turned in, the bar and team captain will be notified. There will be a $20.00
fine to the visiting team if it is not turned in by Thursday. The 2nd time the team is late they
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will be kicked out of the league. You may fax the score sheet to 715-635-2908, or email to
ackleynovelty@ackleynoveltyinc.com or phone 800-472-2323 in the results to Ackley's
office. Then the envelopes and monies must be turned in by 5 pm on Thursday.
**Schedules and standings will be posted on Ackleynovelty.com each week for your
viewing and a paper copy will be dropped off at each location.
9.

The fee is $7.00 per person, per week.
$56.00
Fees To Be Collected Each Week Of Play Dart Fees
Board Fees <$24.00>
$32.00 To Be Sent With Score Sheet

10.

Each team must have four players of which one is designated as the team captain. A team
should consist of at least one male and one female player ( 4 girls are acceptable.) In the
event of an absent player, the game may be played with three players. The vacant spot left
at 301. Please be respectful of other players and be ready to shoot when it is your turn.
Repeat violators will be penalized at the discretion of the League facilitator.

11.

Each team may have unlimited subs. A sub may be used at any time throughout the season.
All subs must have played at least once throughout the season to be eligible to play in the
end of the year tournament. Subs may be shared throughout the year by any bar, as long as
the player they are replacing has a higher CDA than the sub(unless they are on the original
sign up sheet for that location). If it is the first time a sub is playing and has no CDA, and
it turns out to be higher than the persons' they have replaced, the new sub will be penalized
accordingly. Any new sub not already listed on your sub list ( after the first half of the
season) must be approved by Marty Gall, Dyan Featherly or Darlene Albrecht prior to
shooting that night. Failure to comply will result in game loss.

12.

When inserting money in Valley machines DO NOT push league button. This will not allow
you to go out on a tie as the league allows. A player can not go out if their partners score is
higher than their opponents combined scores.

13.

The "Player Change" button MUST be pushed before pulling out your darts. If it is not done
and a player registers additional points while pulling out the dart, that player forfeits his or
her next turn. If by pulling out the darts would cause the player to go out, that team forfeits
the game.

14.

If a player shoots on the wrong number, he or she must change to the correct player and shoot
remaining darts.
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15.

A dart thrown that sticks but does not register MAY NOT be manually scored. (Unless
agreed upon by both team captains). The dart machine is always right. If the machine is not
working properly, the two captains will decide whether to play, call for repair, make-up the
game at a later date, or go to another board.

16.

BED TRICK - Three darts in any same triple. Please mark on top of score sheet!

17.

A player may stand ON the line or tape when shooting, but not over it.

18.

Any complaints or questions about rulings or problems are to be made to the Board Members
by CAPTAINS ONLY! If you have any questions about scoring or stats, contact the President
or Secretary.

19.

All players must meet the requirements of the statues of the State Of Wisconsin relating to
the Sale of alcoholic beverages. ( 18 or older as long as a Parent is present with them and
is there The Entire match.) No one under the age of 18 may play - NO EXCEPTIONS.

20.

Again this year we will ask you to use the player ID number in addition to the players full
name; please no nicknames . You will see the location for the number next to the name box.
This will help in both record keeping and the elimination of misspelling of the players
names.

21.

This Year's Tournament Will Be Held At Flatcreek Eatery Saturday April 2n d, 2022.

PRESIDENT: Marty Gall 715-635-2904 or 715-492-1289
BOARD MEMBERS:
Cindy Eytcheson 715-634-4195
Dan Garbe 715-634-5313
Eric Jorczak 715-558-0572
Ackley Novelty Inc. 1-800-472-2323
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